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Hangwoman 2016-07-27 an epic novel outlook when twenty two
year old chetna grddha mullick is appointed the first woman
executioner in india assistant and successor to her father her life
explodes under the harsh lights of television cameras when the
day of the execution arrives will she bring herself to take a life
Aarachar 2012-11-01 bestselling novel by k r meera which tells
the story of a hangwoman
On the Banks of the Mayyazhi 1999 young and impressionable
prema is deeply infatuated with yudas the enigmatic man who
dredges corpses from the bottom of the nearby lake longing to be
rescued from the tyranny of her father a former policeman who
zealously tortured naxalite rebels during the emergency prema
dreams of escape and finds herself drawn to the naxal political
ideology convinced that yudas was one of the inmates at her
father s prison camp prema believes that only he can save her
but yudas is haunted by secrets of his own and like his biblical
namesake judas iscariot bears the burden of crushing guilt
The Gospel of Yudas 2017-06-13 the decade from the 2008
global financial crisis to the 2020 coronavirus pandemic has seen
a real transformation of the world order the very nature of
international relations and its rules are changing before our eyes
for india this means optimal relationships with all the major
powers to best advance its goals it also requires a bolder and non
reciprocal approach to its neighbourhood a global footprint is
now in the making that leverages india s greater capability and
relevance as well as its unique diaspora this era of global
upheaval entails greater expectations from india putting it on the
path to becoming a leading power in the india way s jaishankar
india s minister of external affairs analyses these challenges and
spells out possible policy responses he places this thinking in the
context of history and tradition appropriate for a civilizational
power that seeks to reclaim its place on the world stage
Manjaveyil Maranangal 2011-08-27 is my baby not well when can
i introduce my baby to solid foods becoming a new mother can be
an exciting yet overwhelming time no matter how prepared you
are there will always be many confusing moments opinions and a
whole lot of drama and just like any other new mom esha deol
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takhtani was faced with many such questions soon after the birth
of her two daughters radhya and miraya one day when one of her
baby girls was throwing a tantrum esha decided to come up with
a plan one that would ensure her child eats right and is happy in
the process and thus began her adventures in motherhood with
the help of her cook nurse and some of the best paediatricians in
mumbai she set off on a journey to document her experiences in
motherhood in the hope that it would help other mothers too
packed with advice tips stories and easy and delicious recipes for
toddlers amma mia reflects the personal journey of one woman s
transformation into a mother informative and easy to follow this
book will help new mothers navigate the ups and downs of
raising a healthy toddler and make their child fall in love with
food
Let Me Say it Now 2020 there s more to milind soman than
meets the eye although as his legions of female fans will agree
what meets the eye is pretty delish combining in himself the
passion of an entrepreneur the mind of a nerd the discipline of
an athlete the curiosity of an explorer the heart of a patriot and
the soul of a philosopher milind has made the stunning and
apparently seamless transition from champion swimmer to
supermodel to actor to extreme sportsperson to women s fitness
activist enabler and proselytiser all in one lifetime how does he
do it what makes him tick on the twenty fifth anniversary of
made in india the breakout pop music video of the 1990s that
captured the apna time aagaya zeitgeist of post liberalization
india and made him the nation s darling across genders and
generations milind talks about his fascinating life controversies
relationships the breaking of vicious habits like smoking alcohol
rage and more in a freewheeling bare all easy ladies we re
talking soul wise memoir co authored with bestselling author
roopa pai made in india is a rare glimpse into the mind and heart
of a very unusual man that will leave you thoughtful awed and
inspired
Kunju Karyangalude Odeythampuran 2011-04-02 political
intrigue is astir in the land of mahishmathi after the failed coup
staged by the vaithalikas sivagami finds herself elevated to the
position of bhoomipathi from where she can more ably pursue
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her burning goal to avenge her father s death meanwhile there is
a tussle between the two sons of the maharaja of mahishmathi
for the crown and behind the scenes a wily skilled player of the
political game moves the pieces to topple the king somadeva will
the maharaja usually able to match wits with the best of them
prevail or will one of his many enemies finally be able to best him
at this game of chaturanga set against a backdrop of ambition
love loyalty passion and greed the second book in the bāhubali
before the beginning series is a twist a minute page turner
riveting and deeply satisfying
The Poison of Love 2017 meera vs meera is a translation of a
wellreceived book pachrang chola pahar sakhi ri in hindi for
centuries the masses regarded meera s poetry as a medium of
expression of their feelings and emotions meera s poetry though
interpreted in multiple ways has dwarfed weakened and gulfed
her persona the religious discourses and narratives festered with
her religious aspect whereas the european historians during the
colonial period in india focussed on elements of love romance
and mystery in meera s life the marxist critics and neo feminist
activists highlighted meera s narratives related to her courage
and self determination which she exhibited during her times in
this process the human aspects of meera were completely side
lined which is far more evident from her poetry meera is a feudal
rebel devotee poet and much more she led an eventful human life
she never felt alienated or free from womanly passions and was
the creation of the society she lived in meera believed soney kaat
na lagey gold never rusts in meera vs meera an attempt is made
to conserve the real self of meera left over by the multiple
interpretations through the centuries
The India Way 2020-09-04 tracing the spectacular trajectory of
ahluwalia s life from its humble beginnings in secunderabad to
the corridors of power in new delhi this book is a classic insider s
account of how the india story was shaped and script ahluwalia
played a key role in the transformation of india from a state run
to a market based economy and remained a constant fixture at
the top of india s economic policy establishment for an
unprecedented period of three decades
Amma Mia 2020-03-23 whether a believer or not a devotee or
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an agnostic an accomplished seeker or a simpleton this is truly a
book for all those who shall die
Made in India 2020-01-23 najeeb s dearest wish is to work in
the gulf and earn enough money to send back home he achieves
his dream only to be propelled by a series of incidents grim and
absurd into a slave like existence herding goats in the middle of
the saudi desert memories of the lush verdant landscape of his
village and of his loving family haunt najeeb whose only solace is
the companionship of goats in the end the lonely young man
contrives a hazardous scheme to escape his desert prison goat
days was published to acclaim in malayalam and became a
bestseller one of the brilliant new talents of malayalam literature
benyamin s wry and tender telling transforms this strange and
bitter comedy of najeeb s life in the desert into a universal tale of
loneliness and alienation
Chaturanga 2020 there are stories we never talk about stories
we are afraid to share simply because they hurt too much or no
one wants to listen to them such was the story of jhanvi who is a
budding social media influencer she appears to have it all
together living her ideal life but something is missing jhanvi has
this impossible need that drives her to be more perfect than any
person could possibly be and the story of ashray who had a rocky
start in life with hard work and determination he translates his
dreams into reality but his deep seated insecurities come to the
fore when life throws him a curveball as their stories intersect
their lives change in ways they never expected in a world of loss
darkness and destruction will jhanvi and ashray be able to tell a
story of hope light and recovery
Meera Vs Meera 2020-12-07 from the bestselling author of how
to talk to anyone comes a book dedicated to helping business
professionals at any level communicate for success on the jobyou
face tough communication challenges every day at work both in
person and online a toxic boss backstabbing coworkers office
politics and much more here are immediate effective eye opening
actions you can take to resolve those infuriating problems you
will find stories and examples drawn from corporate
communications consultant leil lowndes s more than 20 years of
training business professionals from entry level new hires to ceos
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to succeed today you must exhibit these crucial qualities the 5 cs
confidence 10 ways to show your boss and colleagues you are
100 percent self assured and can achieve whatever you want and
reinforce this image throughout your entire working
relationshipcaring 14 strategies to demonstrate you care about
your colleagues and the company because people don t care how
much you know until they know how much you care clarity 12
techniques to get your ideas across clearly and ensure you
understand everybody you work withcredibility14 methods to win
the trust and respect of everyone at your company and impress
people who find you on the web coexistence with cruel bosses
crazy colleagues 21 tactics to confront the number one
workplace nightmare and come out shiningplus one final
astonishing technique to guarantee success and happiness in
your professional life after you ve mastered the unique bag of
little tricks in this book you will know how to talk to anyone at
work
Back Stage 2019-02-05 a restlessness born of guilt and despair
leads ravi to embark on a journey that ends in the remote village
of khasak in the picturesque palghat countryside in kerala a land
from the past potent with dreams and legends enfolds the
traveller in a powerful and unsettling embrace ravi is bewitched
and entranced as everything around him the villagers their
children whom he teaches in a makeshift school the elders who
see him as a threat the toddy tappers the shamans takes on the
quality of myth and then reality painful and threatening begins to
intrude on the sojourner s resting place and ravi begins to
understand that there is no escape from the relentless dictates of
karma often poetic and dark always complex and rich the
legends of khasak o v vijayan s much acclaimed first novel
translated into english by the author is an extraordinary
achievement
Death 2020 why do certain foods harm some people and help
others how come the results of a weight loss programme varies
from individual to individual and why do some people fall sick
more often than others the science of ayurveda holds answers to
these questions and many more its scriptures took a holistic
approach to health by combining our lifestyle with our natural
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tendencies which vary from one person to another this
groundbreaking new work from om swami combines the yogic
view of food as sattvic rajasic and tamasic with ayurvedic
perspective and further relates it to the modern view of foods as
acidic and alkaline this is also the first time that ayurvedic
prakriti vata pitta and kapha has been discussed in the context of
yogic prakriti sattvic rajasic and tamasic in a truly cohesive
fashion the wellness sense extracts the essence of ayurveda yoga
and tantra to combine it with modern medicine in this simple
step by step handbook on how to take better care of yourself
accessibly written deeply researched and distilled from om
swami s own lived experience the wellness sense puts your
health and happiness in your hands
Goat Days 2012-07-17 have you noticed how the onion has so
many layers and have you seen your mother s eyes water when
she cuts an onion here is a remarkable story to tell you why india
s favourite storyteller brings alive this timeless tale with her
inimitable wit and simplicity dotted with charming illustrations
this gorgeous chapter book is the ideal introduction for
beginners to the world of sudha murty
Stories We Never Tell 2022-12-22 naalukettu the house around
the courtyard is the story of a young boy appunni set in a
matrilineal nair joint family a taravad in the author s native
village kudallur fascinated with accounts of the prestigious
naalukettu taravad from which his mother was expelled appunni
visits the house only to be despised and rejected by all appunni
grows up to earn enough money and returns to buy his ancestral
home but his victory soon turns into ashes when his father s
murderer turns out to be the same man who was the only
sympathetic adult in appunni s lonely teenage years
How to Talk to Anyone at Work: 72 Little Tricks for Big
Success Communicating on the Job 2018-10-12 emotion one
can make any emotion into a creative force in one s life sadhguru
it s not just poetic license that allows us to refer to emotions as
juicy in a literal sense also emotions are a chemical cocktail that
course through our bodies but while we have no problems with
pleasant emotions unpleasant emotions are the source of much
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angst in our lives in emotion the juice of life sadhguru looks at
the gamut of human emotions and how to turn them into
stepping stones rather than stumbling blocks relationships if you
enhance yourself into a very beautiful state everyone will want to
hold a relationship with you sadhguru human beings constantly
make and break relationships unfortunately relationships can
make and break human beings too why are relationships such a
circus for most of us what is this primal urge within us that
demands a bond physical mental or emotional with another and
how do we keep this bond from turning into bondage these are
the fundamental questions that relationships bond or bondage
looks at as sadhguru shares with us the keys to forming lasting
and joyful relationships whether they are with husband or wife
family and friends at work or with the very existence itself
sadhguru is a yogi and profound mystic of our times an absolute
clarity of perception places him in a unique space in not only
matters spiritual but in business environmental and international
affairs and opens a new door on all that he touches
The Legends of Khasak 2008-05-14 collector s edition with
audiobook read by the authorstephen hawking is widely believed
to be one of the world s greatest minds a brilliant theoretical
physicist whose work helped to reconfigure models of the
universe and to redefine what s in it imagine sitting in a room
listening to hawking discuss these achievements and place them
in historical context it would be like hearing christopher
columbus on the new world hawking presents a series of seven
lec tures covering everything from big bang to black holes to
string theory that capture not only the brilliance of hawking s
mind but his characteristic wit as well of his research on black
holes which absorbed him for more than a decade he says it
might seem a bit like looking for a black cat in a coal cellar
hawking begins with a history of ideas about the universe from
aristotle s determination that the earth is round to hubble s
discovery over 2000 years later that the universe is expanding
using that as a launching pad he explores the reaches of modern
physics including theories on the origin of the universe e g the
big bang the nature of black holes and space time
The Wellness Sense 2015-11-03 light from the fire burning afar
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mingled with the moonlight in kurukshetra to create a terrible
twilight scattered corpses broken chariots sporadic death cries
prowling scavengers the battlefield stretched endlessly the
victorious pāndava camps burst into deafening cheers amidst
burning funeral pyres the great war was finally over but soon
enough when everyone learns the truth about the hated enemy
karna that towering figure with the golden glow another battle
starts everyone stands stunned forgetting to even cry torn by the
guilt of fratricide yudhishtira becomes a recluse draupadi
becomes restless her tryst with reality begins what seemed a
justifiable end to an ignominious character completely overturns
her pride for her husbands valour erodes life as she had
understood slowly begins to lose meaning this malayalam classic
centres on karna the most criticized yet admired character of the
mahabharata treacherously killed by his half brother arjuna his
life story unfolds through the eyes of draupadi in flashbacks and
tales she hears from those around her in the aftermath of the
battle of kurukshetra
A Malayalam and English Dictionary: The vowels 1872 who can
resist a good story especially when it s being told by grandma
from her bag emerges tales of kings and cheats monkeys and
mice bears and gods here comes the bear who ate some really
bad dessert and got very angry a lazy man who would not put out
a fire till it reached his beard a princess who got turned into an
onion a queen who discovered silk and many more weird and
wonderful people and animals grandma tells the stories over long
summer days and nights as seven children enjoy life in her little
town the stories entertain educate and provide hours of
enjoyment to them so come why don t you too join in the fun
How the Onion Got Its Layers 2020-04-25 after decades of
imperfect secularism presided over by an often corrupt congress
establishment nehru s diverse republic has yielded to hindu
nationalism india the first major democracy to fall to demagogic
populism in the twenty first century is racing to a point of no
return since 2014 the ruling bjp has unleashed forces that are
irreversibly transforming the country indian democracy honed
over decades is now the chief enabler of hindu extremism bigotry
has been ennobled as a healthy form of self assertion anti muslim
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vitriol has deluged the mainstream religious minorities live in
terror of a vengeful majority congress now mimics modi other
parties pray for a miracle in this highly acclaimed critique of post
independence india from nehru to narendra modi revised and
expanded with a new chapter k s komireddi charts the dismaying
course of the world s largest democracy he argues that the
missteps of the nation s founders the mistakes of nehru the
betrayals of his daughter and her sons the anti democratic fetish
for technocracy carried to extremes by manmohan singh all of
them prepared the way for modi s march to absolute power if
secularists fail to wrest the republic from hindu supremacists
komireddi argues india may go the way of yugoslavia and
collapse under the burden of sinister ethno religious nationalism
a gripping short history of modern india malevolent republic is
also a passionate plea for india s reclamation
Naalukettu 2008 perhaps the only novel to have been reprinted
nearly every year for over a hundred years indulekha 1889 is
widely held to be the first malayalam novel often called an
accidental and flawed work at its core lies a love story the setting
of the novel is the nair community of kerala which had for
centuries practised polyandrous matriliny a most unusual form of
inheritance through the woman whom both property and
authority flavoured it gives us glimpses of prevalent social
practices much debated amongst a people already under colonial
pressure to change their ways of life written by a nair indulekha
is not a grandiose outpouring but the author s effort to achieve
certain social goals firstly to create a novel much like those of
the english authors he had read and secondly to illustrate nair
society at that time both of which met with success the novel
influenced the deliberations of the malabar marriage commission
which it predated and of which chandum enon was a member
this novel will appeal to general readers interested in indian
writings in translation students of literature history and culture
political and legal theory and gender studies will also find it
useful
Emotion & Relationships (2 Books in 1) 2018-01-01 a literary
heavyweight indian express in these bold wry and ebullient
stories meera s astonishing range of narrative techniques is on
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full display as she expertly lays bare the faultlines behind the
façade of everyday life sometimes with dark humour and
sometimes with astoundingly bitter sadness
The Theory of Everything 2016-04 takes the malayalam novel to
new heights and fresh possibilities the hinduwhen peter
jeevanandam arrives in sri lanka to shoot a movie about a human
rights activist ostensibly murdered by the ltte the government is
more than willing to help what they don t know is that he is also
searching for sugandhi an ltte member and the love of his life as
peter stumbles upon and becomes part of a plot to kill the
president reality history myth and fiction collide in explosive
illuminating ways sugandhi alias andal devanayaki is a daring
novel that portrays the violence inherent in both fascism and
revolution winner of the 2017 vayalar award and the kerala
sahitya akademi award
Battle Beyond Kurukshetra 2018-01-25 what if you ran away
from your life today twenty years later three people are looking
for you one is dying to meet you again the other wishes you had
never met them the third wishes they could have met you at least
once you are one person aren t you but you are not the same
person to each of them find the answers about your own life in
this story about searching for love and discovering yourself join a
broken but rising youtube star alara a struggling but hopeful
stand up comedian aarav and a zany but zen beach shack owner
ricky together take the journey to seek the truth behind the
famous singer elisha s disappearance somewhere by the deep
sea in goa will you be able to find elisha or will you end up
finding yourself
Grandma's Bag of Stories 2015-02-06 this is one of the best
selling titles in the anshan mini atlas series it is an excellent
revision guide to the broad subject of biochemistry that gives
concise clear information in a pictorial easy to read format the
book contains 30 chapters across 8 sections the chemical basis of
life carbohydrate metabolism lipid metabolism amino acid
metabolism the integration of metabolism proteins nutrition and
molecular biology each chapter is lavishly illustrated with full
colour images and diagrams which are clearly explained in a
short punchy way for greater ease of understanding the book
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also contains a free photo cd rom so that the images can be seen
in larger format on screen in brief this is an outstanding value for
money pocket revision guide to biochemistry that will be highly
valued and frequently read by students throughout their period
of graduation
Malevolent Republic 2024-03-28 the second edition of this book
is thoroughly updated in accordance with the competency based
curriculum of anatomy text is written in simple and easy to
understand style in question answer format which helps the
student in quick learning and revision volume i covers the
syllabus of paper i of university examination ideal for
undergraduate students of medical dental paramedical and
nursing courses additional feature complimentary access to full e
book thorough revision of all the chapters emphasis on systemize
presentation of information and relevant from examination point
of view addition of many new line diagrams to facilitate greater
retention of knowledge improvement and revision in earlier
diagrams and tables additional information of higher academic
value presented in a simple way in n b to make it more
interesting for readers bulleted points help in rapid revision and
self assessment before examination additional feature
complimentary access to full e book coverage of the competency
codes integrated within the text as per new competency based
undegraduate curriculum
Indulekha 2005 these three books provide a firm foundation to
those students who aspire to embark upon a successful and
rewarding career the books are complementary to each other
reading and imbibing the techniques suggested guarantee
curricular and professional success a worthwhile investment that
would go a long way in developing careers
Yellow Is the Colour of Longing 2016-07-27 sparkling stories of
love longing and heartbreak in the city by ravish kumar journalist
tv anchor and bestselling author of the free voice a boy from
bihar living in lajpat nagar likes a momo seller from the
northeast she likes him too but when he gifts her a token from
his village his dreams come crashing down samar travels with his
beloved in a dtc bus in delhi the only space in the city where they
can meet but he s afraid to call out her name for fear it will be
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recognized a couple shelters from rain underneath a flyover
hoping for a moment of seclusion but staring eyes pour water on
their dreams and a girl lets herself into her lover s rented room
finds a bunch of letters from his past flames and leaves him an
unusual farewell note in these crisp powerful micro stories the
celebrated journalist tv anchor and writer ravish kumar brings
alive the love longing and heartbreak which flourish in the city s
spaces and even as lovers find the niches they need the city itself
shapes their relationships brilliantly translated from the
bestselling hindi original ishq mein shahar hona a city happens in
love is a tribute to the modern indian city its capaciousness and
to the power of love
Sugandhi Alias Andal Devanayaki 2018-07-25 ann marie reads
fragments of her dead husband s unfinished book and the many
love letters he sent her and in them the social and political
events of the time as she ponders over the writing and the years
that the brilliant jithendran squandered working for a toy
company that makes drum playing monkeys the narrative gives
way to the sweeping saga of a village by the river periyar
grappling with issues of equality love caste religion and politics
thachanakkara is a microcosm of twentieth century kerala told
through the history of three generations of a feudal nair family
this sprawling story is reminiscent of the craft of gabriel garcia
marquez s one hundred years of solitude and has the scale of
sunil gangopadhyay s those days manushyanu oru amukham is
an artistic meditation on human existence and is a contemporary
classic
You Only Live Once 2021-02-15 the story of siddhartha the future
gautama buddha leaving the palace to start his spiritual journey
and attain enlightenment has been told innumerable times over
the centuries and yet have we never wondered why his young
wife yashodhara still recovering from the birth of their son nine
days ago sleeps soundly as her husband the over protected
prince departs leaving behind his family and wealth and kingdom
in yashodhara the gaps of history are imagined with fullness and
fierceness who was the young girl and what shaped her
worldview when she married siddhartha at the age of sixteen did
she know her conjugal life would soon change drastically the
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yashodhara we meet in volga s feminist novel is quick witted
compassionate and wants to pave a way for women to partake in
spiritual learning as equals of men
Biochemistry 2007 the only novel of one of keralaas leading
women writers lalithambika antharjanam s agnisakshi is a telling
account of a woman s life glowing as though purified in the fire
of sacrifice set against the history of kerala and life customs
habits and culture of the namboodiri community along with the
fervent cries of the indian national freedom struggle the
characters act out their unforgettable roles tethi the dazzling but
disappointed bride who renounces worldly life unni namboodiri
whose adherence to the vedic way of life destroys his personal
happiness and thankam unni s nair cousin and the mighty aphan
namboodirias daughter seeking her own liberation from the past
true to the lyrical and emotional tone of the original vasanthi
sankaranarayanan s translation offers a moving portrait of upper
class upper caste kerala society just before and after
independence
Selective Anatomy Vol 1, 2nd Edition-E-book 2020-06-01 the
kama sutra is the most widely read treatise on sex ever written
though the man who chronicled all there was to experience
between men and women remains for the most part a mystery in
the ascetic of desire called a literary achievement of the highest
order by the times india acclaimed author sudhir kakar tells the
story of the man who is believed to be the author of the kama
sutra vatsyayana and the time in which he lived the fourth
century a d considered the golden age of indian history in the
ascetic of desire the elusive sage vatsyayana recounts his youth
to a young pupil the young man planning to write vatsyayana s
biography listens dutifully as vatsyayana shares stories of a
childhood spent largely in the brothel where his favorite aunt
worked as vatsyayana s story unfolds the pupil finds to his
consternation that his own life has begun to reflect and parallel
the ascetic s narrative at the point where their stories intersect
the unexpected happens like arthur golden s memoirs of a geisha
sudhir kakar s novel is a startling combination of psychological
insight and historical detail with rights sold in eleven countries
this is a story of universal appeal imbued with a distant world s
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charm and exotic allure the best novel on sex and sensuality i
have ever read khushwant singh author of train to pakistan
The Art of Study 2009-01-01
A City Happens in Love (Ishq Mein Shahar Hona)
2018-09-10
A Preface to Man 2019-01-25
Yashodhara 2019-06-25
Agnisakshi 2015
The Ascetic of Desire 2002-05-01
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